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                The Evil Eye, Thanatology, and Other Essays

                
 by   Roswell Park 
The Evil Eye Thanatology and Other Essays is a collection of medical essays & paper written by American physician Roswell Park. founder of  Gratwick Research Laboratory during 18th century.Responsibility for the following collection of essays and addresses (occasional papers) rests perhaps not more with their writer, who was not unwilling ..
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                First Book of Adam and Eve

                
 by   Rutherford Platt 
The First Book of Adam and Eve details the life and times of Adam and Eve after they were expelled from the garden to the time that Cain kills his brother Abel. It tells of Adam and Eve's first dwelling—the Cave of Treasures; their trials and temptations; Satan's many apparitions to them; the birth of Cain, Abel, and their twin sisters; and Cain's ..
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                Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians

                
 by   Martin Luther 
The preparation of this edition of Luther's Commentary on Galatians was first suggested to me by Mr. P. J. Zondervan, of the firm of publishers, in March, 1937. The consultation had the twofold merit of definiteness and brevity.  The demonstration seemed to prove convincing for it was agreed that one may as well offer Luther in the original Ge..
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                Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners

                
 by   John Bunyan 
Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners, or a Brief Relation of the Exceeding Mercy of God in Christ to his Poor Servant John Bunyan is a Puritan spiritual autobiography written by John Bunyan. It was composed while Bunyan was serving a twelve-year prison sentence in Bedford gaol for preaching without a license and was first published in 1666.The t..
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                Summa Theologica, Part I (Prima Pars)

                
 by   Thomas Aquinas 
The Summa Theologica (or the Summa Theologiae or simply the Summa, written 1265–1274) is the most famous work of Thomas Aquinas although it was never finished. It was intended as a manual for beginners as a compilation of all of the main theological teachings of that time. It summarizes the reasonings for almost all points of Christian theology in ..
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                A Treatise on Good Works

                
 by   Martin Luther 
A Treatise on Good Works preaches deep and profound moral lessons to human beings everywhere. Luther preaches that good work requires complete faith in God. For the reward of kindness to be received either in this world or the hereafter, one must have complete trust in oneself and in the mightiness of God...
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                Concerning Christian Liberty

                
 by   Martin Luther 
Luther came out with Concerning Christian Liberty. Faith and love, he argues, are the essence of Christianity, and as such no rules restrict Christians. Yet love compels true Christians to follow all sorts of rules and to devote themselves to serving others. This timeless little classic communicates essential teachings of Martin Luther. Luther..
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                Deuterocanonical Books of the Bible

                
 by   Anonymous 
The deuterocanonical books are books and passages considered by the Catholic Church, the Eastern Orthodox Church, the Oriental Orthodox Churches and the Assyrian Church of the East to be canonical books of the Old Testament but which are considered non-canonical by Protestant denominations...
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